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Cautionary Statements
Projections
Any financial outlook or future-oriented financial information, as defined by applicable securities legislation,
has been approved by management of Legible as of the date hereof. Such financial outlook or future-oriented
financial information is provided for the purpose of providing information about management's current
expectations and goals relating to the future of Legible. Readers are cautioned that reliance on such
information may not be appropriate for other purposes. All of the assumptions upon which the financial
outlook or future-oriented financial information is based on, and which would be material, are not presented.
No representation or warranty can be made as to the accuracy of any of these assumptions. There can be no
assurances that the projections will be realized, and actual results may diﬀer materially from those set forth in
the projections. The assumptions underlying the projections are inherently uncertain and are subject to
significant business, economic and competitive risks and uncertainties that would cause actual results to
diﬀer materially from those projected. No opinion or report on the projections was received from any
independent accountants. If the projected results are not achieved, the Companyʼs business and financial
performance could be aﬀected. Because of the above limitations on these projections you are cautioned
about placing undue reliance on them.
Commercializing the components/services in the Companyʼs Technology Pipeline will be dependent on a
number of factors including; securing suﬀicient equity funding, the successful validation & quantification of
the attributes of the components/products, confirmation that mass production, on a cost eﬀective basis, can
be achieved and the successful negotiation of licensing agreements with one or more industry partner.
All references to “dollars” or “$” used herein refer to CAD Dollars.
Forward-Looking Statements
The Presentation contains certain forward-looking statements and forward-looking information (collectively
referred to herein as “forward-looking statements”) within the meaning of applicable securities laws. All
statements other than statements of present or historical fact are forward-looking statements.
Forward-looking information is often, but not always, identified by the use of words such as “could”, “should”,
“can”, “anticipate”, “expect”, “believe”, “will”, “may”, “projected”, “sustain”, “continues”, “strategy”, “potential”,
“projects”, “grow”, “take advantage”, “estimate”, “well positioned” or similar words suggesting future
outcomes. In particular, this Presentation contains forward-looking statements relating to future
opportunities, business strategies and competitive advantages.
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The forward-looking statements regarding the Company are based on certain key expectations and
assumptions of the Company concerning anticipated financial performance, business prospects, strategies,
the suﬀiciency of budgeted capital expenditures in carrying out planned activities, the availability and cost of
labor and services and the ability to obtain financing on acceptable terms, all of which are subject to change
based on market conditions and potential timing delays. Although management of the Company considers
these assumptions to be reasonable based on information currently available to it, they may prove to be
incorrect. By their very nature, forward-looking statements involve inherent risks and uncertainties (both
general and specific) and risks that forward-looking statements will not be achieved. Undue reliance should
not be placed on forward-looking statements, as a number of important factors could cause the actual results
to diﬀer materially from the beliefs, plans, objectives, expectations and anticipations, estimates and
intentions expressed in the forward-looking statements, including among other things: general economic and
market factors, including business competition, changes in government regulations; general political and
social uncertainties; lack of insurance; delay or failure to receive board or regulatory approvals; changes in
legislation; timing and availability of external financing on acceptable terms; and lack of qualified, skilled
labor or loss of key individuals. Readers are cautioned that the foregoing list is not exhaustive.
The forward-looking statements contained herein are expressly qualified in their entirety by this cautionary
statement. The forward-looking statements included in the Presentation are made as of the date of the
Presentation and the Company does not undertake and is not obligated to publicly update such
forward-looking statements to reflect new information, subsequent events or otherwise unless so required by
applicable securities laws.
The information contained in this Presentation does not purport to be all-inclusive or to contain all
information that a prospective investor may require. Prospective investors are encouraged to conduct their
own analysis and reviews of the Company and of the information contained in this presentation. Without
limitation, prospective investors should consider the advice of their financial, legal, accounting, tax and other
advisors and such other factors they consider appropriate in investigating and analyzing the Company.

This presentation does not constitute an offer to sell, or a solicitation of
an offer to buy, securities in any jurisdiction.

The eBook Industry is Ripe for Innovation
The Problem with Current eBook Reading Devices and Apps:
READERS:

PUBLISHERS:

AUTHORS:

SUSTAINABILITY:

● App or reading device required

● Current apps and reading devices not
available globally

● Disadvantaged revenue share

● E-manufacturing and eventual
e-waste with specific reading devices

● Canʼt stream eBooks
● All books rendered in same plain
format

● Multimedia design elements stripped
out of eBooks

● Purchased books lost for good (loss of
device; lost access to App, proprietary
code)
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● Textbooks and educational material
are held back on current systems
● Shift to digital reading and
distribution frustrated by current
reading system solutions
● Limited marketing and revenue
opportunities available
● Challenging algorithms with
challenging market visibility

● Limited marketing and revenue
opportunities available
● Diﬀicult or complicated
self-publishing process
● Diﬀicult to add creative multimedia
book elements
● Unable to sell globally through one
platform
● Unable to connect with readers
directly in the book through
annotation

● Apps are designed to work on the
latest operating platforms - fuel an
ongoing demand for new electronic
devices
● Poor digital opportunities keep the
publishing industry dependent on
trees for books that they could sell
more of in a digital marketplace like
Legible

Legible is the Future of eBook Reading &
Publishing
Browser Based
Mobile First &
Globally Accessible

Welcomed By
Readers,
Publishers &
Authors

●

Accessible anytime, anywhere, on any device (phone, laptop, iPad)

●

Syncs reading between devices (oﬀline reading forthcoming in Legible Wander)

●

Stream or download purchased eBooks - like with music and movies

●

Socialized, gamified, multi-access, personalized eBook and Audiobook experience

●

Equitable business model with 6 revenue streams per title

●

Renders eBooks beautifully - the way they were meant to be rendered, unlocking
new publishing sectors to seamless and accessible publishing

●

Legible is a reading platform for the next One Billion internet users, and our
advanced technology stack reflects a fully scalable platform publishers can trust
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Founder-Led with Global Social Purpose
“We believe that by leveraging our unique reading and publishing platform to make a
positive impact on society—namely by supporting literacy initiatives, sustainability, justice,
equality, diversity and inclusion—we can translate that into strategic growth and returns for
our shareholders.” — Kaleeg Hainsworth, CEO

Kaleeg Hainsworth
Founder & Chairman ● Chief Executive Oﬀicer
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●

Decades of leadership and business experience

●

Over 20 years of publishing and eBook digital publishing

●

Proficient in five computer languages and fluent in English, Greek, and Latin

●

Founded a full-service nationally recognized digital publishing company (eBooks, publishing systems, author
platforms, short films, and audio-eBooks)

●

Envisioned developing a platform which would provide access to the worldʼs literature to anyone with any
browser, on any device, anywhere in the world.

●

Began coding Legibleʼs browser-based online reading and publishing platform in 2009

●

Began sourcing private capital in 2019

●

An academic, an ecologist, an author, a renowned speaker, a filmmaker, a community-builder, and committed
to supporting literacy, and Legibleʼs core values of accessibility, beauty, sustainability and integrity

Legible’s Six Pillars of Value
● Technology
● Publisher & Distributor Relationships
● Market Size
● Multiple Revenue Streams
● Leadership Team
● Global Social Purpose
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Transformational Reading Technology
A balanced ecosystem of advanced web technologies that has taken over 10 years to develop, and which includes:
●

A browser-based reading system - renders all eBooks held on the platform, on any device and browser,
mobile-first

●

A custom AI (called the Librarian) - for search, recommendation, reporting, analytics, content scans, and publishing

●

A Publishing Ingestion Pipeline (PIP) - capable of ingesting millions of titles from numerous publishers, with
growing capacity to ingest more.

●

A data analytics system - captures key use and engagement of Legible's site

●

A bookshelf technology - allows curation team to prepare trending lists, merchandising, allowing readers to create
bookshelves

●

A payment system - collects and tracks payment on all titles, based on region, and calculating (according to one of
the myriad tax localities) the price in real time; this system will track usage of books for subscription, pay as you go,
and ad-supported reading

●

A database system - capable of hosting millions of titles, with metadata for those books, millions of readerʼs
accounts, globally accessible

These technologies were developed by Legible and work together in perfect balance to provide a seamless experience
for anyone in any browser to access books. There is no system like this on the internet.
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Key Publisher & Distributor Partnerships
Legibleʼs business model, mobile-first, streamed-eBook advantage, and market reach represent a substantive
advantage to our growing list of global publishing partners:
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Market Size
Global Market:
●
●
●

7 .7 billion people on the planet
3 Billion smartphone users worldwide
222 million new internet users
every year

The next One Billion users of the internet will
access books on their own devices and through
the browser
Legibleʼs browser-based platform is made to be
accessible to the next One Billion users
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“It is the internet that was able to
bring me to where I am. If you
have information it can change
everything in your life.”
Godwin, Nigeria

Revenue Streams
Available to all titles on Legible:
●

Purchase (current)

●

Sponsored Bookshelves (in development) - Q1 2022

●

Subscription (in development) - Q2 2022

●

Ad-Supported Reading (in development)

●

Rental (in development)

●

Data for Good (in development)
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Leadership Team

Legible was founded by, and is led by, a team of authors, digital eBook
publishers, designers, and former book publishing insiders.

Executive Team

Kaleeg Hainsworth

Helina Patience,

Angela Doll

Cameron Drew

Adam Zouak

Founder & Chairman
Chief Executive Oﬀicer

CPA, CMA

Chief Operating Oﬀicer

Chief Publishing Oﬀicer

Chief Technology Oﬀicer

Angela has over 30 years of
experience in publishing, digital
media, film production and
project management, including
complex film projects and
multimillion dollar
communication campaigns for
fortune 500 companies. Her
writing, including four books, is
published widely.

With many years of leadership in
the book industry, Cameron was a
member of the leadership team
that launched kobo.com into
English language markets and
beyond. He has consulted with
several digital media platform
startups in Audiobooks, TV & Film,
and the Music industries.

Adam has deep technical and
publishing experience and
business expertise as the past
owner of a consulting company.
He successfully led the expansion
of a product company in Silicon
Valley, worked at Microsoft and
Avanade, and is the author of 12
books.

Three decades of technology,
publishing, and leadership
experience. Kaleeg is a globally
recognized leader in the digital
publishing industry.
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Chief Financial Oﬀicer
Helina has grown Entreflow
Consulting Group for over 5 years
and successfully facilitated dozens
of start-ups with their growth and
has over a decade of experience in
Finance & HR within multinational
companies, across many
industries.

Social Purpose: Global Literacy
"A company can make a social contribution only if it is highly proﬁtable."
- Peter Drucker
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●

Almost 1 billion people that remain illiterate and unable to access books
and education

●

Through our globally accessible reading platform, Legible will positively
impact global literacy. We are calling this initiative Literacy+

●

Legible aims to empower and connect authors, storytellers and readers
globally with a primary focus on bringing access, resources and attention
to underserved communities

●

We are developing partnerships with global literacy organizations such as
Room to Read, World Literacy Foundation, and PublisHer to help achieve
this

●

Our international philanthropic partnerships will drive brand awareness,
regional knowledge, trust, and commercial partnerships in green-field
markets

Key Milestones
2010

CEO Kaleeg Hainsworth envisions creating
Legible, a globally accessible digital

January 2020

Legible is memorialized and incorporated as
Legible Media Inc.

platform for reading and publishing.

2012

Hainsworth begins development of the
Legible platform to meet and solve the
needs of the publishing world, while also

May 2021
October 2021

providing access to eBooks to the seven

browser-based online reading and
publishing platform, and to execute on his
vision begins sourcing private capital to take
Legible public.
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Legible.com launches in North America out of beta
mode and continues to enter into agreement with
5,000 - 10,000 eBook titles daily.

currently have no access to literature.
Hainsworth completes coding of Legibleʼs

beta with several thousand titles onboarded.

publishers and distributors globally, onboarding

billion more people on the planet who

2019

Legible.com launched in North America in public

November 26,
2021
December 1,
2021

Legible Media became a wholly-owned subsidiary of
Twenty20 Investments Inc., which was then renamed
to Legible Inc.
Legible Inc. is listed and begins trading on the
Canadian Securities Exchange (CSE) under the
symbol “READ”

Platform Content & Features in Development
Legible "Publisher”

Legible “Manuscript”

upload and maintain books directly into

author publishing and eBook analytics product

Legible.com (publishing.legible.com)

Audio eBooks

Legible "Living Books”

library for individual purchase or subscription with

Media-rich, multi-genre content

eBooks; integration with eBooks

Legible “Wander”

Legible “Connect”

oﬀline eBook reading; synced with legible.com

connecting readers with each other and authors

Legible “Community”

Legible “Kids”

Full-service, multi-tiered subscription service

safe, curated spaces and communities for kids
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Legible Business Drivers
●

Modernization
Beautiful and modern eBook reading with reader-requested features and functionality

●

Mobile Device Use Increasing
Mobile device usage increasing globally - more than 3 billion smartphone users
world-wide and climbing. The next One Billion will read on their phones

●

Attractive Model
Equitable revenue sharing model for publishers and authors, larger markets, more
revenue lines per title

●

Valuable Content
Global distribution of content, including educational, heritage and cultural content (i.e.
indigenous learnings and languages, classical libraries)

●

Partnerships
Sponsorship / partnership opportunities of curated bookshelves for communities (social
purpose initiatives and goals)

●

Data
ʻData for Goodʼ insights (reader behavior, reader consumption, publishing trends,
purchasing and advertising trends)
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Legible’s Business Summary
●

Revenue:
○
○

●

Cost of Goods Sold:
○
○

●

building brand awareness is a steeper slope, international calibre agencies have
been hired (global branding; attracting key industry, sponsorship and celebrity
partnerships), social media campaigns have been launched

General & Administrative Costs:
○
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the spend to develop has been accelerated to nurture a higher development
velocity, cost of doing business is rising due to international demand for technology
developers and increased demand for specialists

Marketing Costs:
○

●

Publisher and author royalties (approximately 60% of revenue)
Cloud-server costs

Development Costs:
○

●

Legible/Publisher Typical Revenue Split: 40/60
Six revenue streams per title (currently by purchase; 5 in development)

hiring the strongest people is our key to global expansion success - "weʼre skating to
where the puck is going”; no current physical oﬀices (company launched as
Covid-19 began)

Financial Results - Legible Media Inc.
Three Months ended
September 30
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Nine Months ended
September 30

2021

2020

2021

2020

$

$

$

$

Revenue

109

0

393

0

Operating Expenses

2,072,138

310,167

4,109,883

550,663

Net loss and comprehensive loss

2,089,854

310,911

4,156,058

551,407

Loss per Share - Basic

(0.04)

(0.01)

(0.09)

(0.02)

Loss per Share - Diluted

(0.04)

(0.01)

(0.09)

(0.02)

Weighted average number of shares outstanding

49,518,835

38,687,935

46,733,468

30,301,619

Financial Position - Legible Inc.
(Pro Forma Consolidated Statement of Financial Position formerly Twenty20 Investments)

September 30, 2021
$
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Cash

3,450,818

Current Assets

4,034,064

Total Assets

6,499,306

Total Liabilities

424,470

Working Capital

3,609,594

Shareholderʼs Equity

6,074,836

Market Trading Data
Exchange:
Symbol:
Listing Date:

CSE
READ
December 1, 2021

At December 3, 2021:
●
52 Week Price Range:
●
Closing Price:
●
Market Capitalization:

$0.90 - $1.40
$0.94
$59,032,000

Shares Outstanding:
62,800,000
Warrants & Options:
19,316,975
Fully Diluted Shares Outstanding: 82,116,975
Escrowed Shares:
Tradable Float (not escrowed):
Escrowed Warrants:

29,026,300
33,773,700 (53.8%)
1,502,500

Insider Ownership:

46%

November 2021 Capitalization (aggregate proceeds):
● $1,200,000 from 1,200,000 Units at $1.00 per Unit each Unit consisted of one Class A Common Share and one-half of one share
purchase warrant, each whole warrant exercisable at $1.25 per share.
● $610,000 from Warrant Conversion resulting in 6,100,000 Class A common shares issued
19

Why Invest in Legible
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●

TRANSFORMATIONAL TECHNOLOGY
Transformational Browser-Based Mobile-First eBook Reading and Publishing Platform

●

GLOBAL MARKET
Beautifully Rendered eBooks Accessible to Book Lovers All Over the World

●

INDUSTRY EXPERT LEADERSHIP
A Global Platform Led by a Team of Publishing Industry Insiders

●

SOCIALLY RESPONSIBLE
Supporting Literacy Eﬀorts Around the Globe

●

VALUES
Beauty, Accessibility, Sustainability, Integrity

●

VISION… To Be the Internet of Books

Appendix

Globally Accessible Market
Our Market is Book Lovers - Readers, Authors, Publishers - All Over the World

Iʼm a Reader. How do I read a Legible eBook?
Open your browser, go to Legibleʼs Platform, click on a title

I'm a Publisher. How do I onboard my catalogue?
You will be able to drag all your eBooks ʻAs-Isʼ onto Legibleʼs Platform

I'm an Author. How do I publish my eBook?
You will be able to upload your eBook ʻAs-Isʼ or use Legible Tools
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Legible’s Market Position
GLOBAL MARKET ACCESS

Legible is uniquely positioned for
Maximum Market Penetration

DEVICE / APP DEPENDENT

DEVICE INDEPENDENT / BROWSER-BASED

RESTRICTED MARKET ACCESS

Legible Is Positioned For Rapid Adoption
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Legible Capitalization Summary
Description

Founders Shares (Section 85-1 Rollover IP Developed Over 10 Yrs)

# of Shares At Listing

Value / $$$ Raised

# of Warrants & Options

# of Warrants Exercised

Outstanding Warrants &
Options $

Total Shares, Warrants &
Options Fully Diluted

30,000,000

$780,000

N/A

N/A

N/A

30,000,000

6,358,000

$317,900

6,358,000

N/A

$635,800

12,716,000

N/A

N/A

1,000,000

N/A

$1,000,000

1,000,000

Oﬀering #2: $0.10 Unit (1 Share + 1 Warrant @ $0.20) 115K closed 1st Tranche 30/06/2020; 284K closed 2nd
Tranche 24/08/20

3,992,000

$399,200

3,992,000

N/A

$798,400

7,984,000

Oﬀering #3: $0.40 Unit (1 Share + 1/2 Warrant @ $0.60) 22/12/2020

2,875,000

$1,150,000

1,437,500

N/A

$862,500

4,312,500

N/A

N/A

2,217,500

N/A

$1,108,750

2,217,500

50,000

$40,000

25,000

N/A

$25,000

75,000

43,275,000

$2,687,100

15,030,000

N/A

$4,430,450

$58,305,000

Oﬀering #1: $0.05 Unit (1 Share + 1 Warrant @ $0.10) 31/03/20

Advisory Services Warrants @ $1.00 Issued 08/20 (Priced at 10x the Price of Oﬀering #2)

Stock Options Issued to Employees and Consultants Post Oﬀering #3 @ $0.50 (25% Premium to Oﬀering #3)
30/12/2020

Oﬀering #4: $0.80 (1 Share + 1/2 Warrant @ $1.00) 31/12/2020 Tranche 1

Total at December 31, 2020
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Legible Capitalization Summary
Description
Oﬀering #4: $0.80 (1 Share + 1/2 Warrant @ $1.00) 1.9M closed 2nd Tranche 12/03/2021; 1M closed 3rd Tranche
11/5/2021

# of Shares At Listing

Value / $$$ Raised

# of Warrants & Options

# of Warrants Exercised

Outstanding Warrants &
Options $

Total Shares, Warrants &
Options Fully Diluted

3,700,000

$2,960,000

1,850,000

N/A

$1,850,000

5,550,000

Oﬀering #4: Finder's Fee Warrants $0.80 at 2nd and 3rd Tranches

N/A

N/A

183,000

N/A

$146,400

183,000

Stock Options Issued to Employees and Consultants Post Oﬀering #4 @ $1.00 (25% Premium to Oﬀering #4)

N/A

N/A

1,340,500

N/A

$1,340,500

1,340,500

3,952,150

$3,952,150

1,976,075

N/A

$2,470,094

5,928,225

Oﬀering #5: Finder's Fee Warrants $1.00 at 1st and 2nd Tranches

N/A

N/A

174,000

N/A

$174,000

174,000

Stock Options Issued to Employees and Consultants Post Oﬀering #5 @ $1.25 (25% Premium to Oﬀering #5)

N/A

N/A

1,285,000

$1,606,250

1,285,000

50,927,150

$9,599,250

21,838,575

N/A

$12,017,694

72,765,725

Advisory Services Warrants @ $1.25 Issued 29/10/2021

N/A

N/A

500,000

N/A

$625,000

500,000

Stock Options Issued to Employees and Consultants Post Oﬀering #5 @ $1.25 (25% Premium to Oﬀering #5)

N/A

N/A

2,450,000

N/A

$3,062,500

2,450,000

1,200,000

$1,200,000

600,000

N/A

$750,000

1,800,000

N/A

N/A

28,400

N/A

$28,400

28,400

6,100,000

$610,000

-6,100,000

6,100,000

-$610,000

0

58,227,150

$11,409,250

19,316,975

6,100,000

$15,873,594

77,544,125

Oﬀering #5: $1.00 (1 Share + 1/2 Warrant @ $1.25) 1.792M closed 1st Tranche 30/06/2021; 2.16M closed 2nd
Tranche 13/08/2021

Total at September 30, 2021

Oﬀering #5: $1.00 (1 Share + 1/2 Warrant @ $1.25) 17/11/2021 Tranche 3
Oﬀering #5: Finder's Fee Warrants $1.00 at 3rd Tranche
Warrant exercise
Total at November 17, 2021
Three Corner Amalgamation RTO of Twenty20 Investments Inc.
Total (including Twenty20)
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N/A

4,572,850

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

4,572,850

62,800,000

$11,409,250

19,316,975

6,100,000

$15,873,594

82,116,975

Board of Directors

Kaleeg
Hainsworth

Mark Holden

Helina Patience,

David Van Seters

Co-Founder & Director

CPA, CMA

Director

Founder & Chairman
Chief Executive Oﬀicer

Mark is a successful
entrepreneur and
entertainment executive, who
has founded and operated
several companies in a diverse
career spanning four decades.

Three decades of technology,
publishing, and leadership
experience. Kaleeg is a
globally recognized leader in
the digital publishing industry.
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Chief Financial Oﬀicer
Helina has grown Entreflow
Consulting Group for over 5
years and successfully
facilitated dozens of start-ups
with their growth and has
over a decade of experience in
Finance & HR within
multinational companies,
across many industries.

With 25 yearsʼ experience,
David uses business tools to
help organizations make the
business case for adopting
higher standards of social and
environmental performance.

Gene
Kindrachuck

Ryan Hoult

Director

Mr. Hoult, age 37, is the
Managing Partner of Rice &
Company LLP, a firm of
chartered professional
accountants operating in
Alberta and BC (since 2017).
He is a Canadian CPA, CA
(2009), and also a CPA in the
US (2012) and Hong Kong
(2019), SAR.

Mr. Kindrachuk, age 76, is a
Chartered Professional
Accountant who operates
accounting services through
his holding company, Gene
Kindrachuk Professional
Corporation, having done so
for the past 17 years.

Director

Advisory Board

Eric Leslie

Laura Brady

Mike Shatzkin

Jesse Finklestein

Advisor

Advisor

Advisor

Advisor

Mr. Leslie has extensive experience in
management consulting, venture
capital advisory services, and corporate
governance. Over the past 28 years, Mr.
Leslie has served as an oﬀicer and or
director of multiple public and private
companies.

As the Director of Cross-Media at House
of Anansi Press, Laura has over a decade
of experience in digital publishing and
more than that in trade publishing in
Canada.

Mike Shatzkin is the founder & CEO of
The Idea Logical Company and has had
a fifty-plus year-long career in the book
publishing industry as a supply chain
expert, digital change leader, strategic
consultant, and as the author of nearly a
dozen books.

With a career spanning 15+ years, Jesse
is a publishing executive with extensive
national and international publishing
contacts and is an industry leader in
developing digital publishing strategies.
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Thank You & Contact Information
Investor
Relations

Daniela Trnka
Head of Investor Relations
email: invest@legible.com
www.investors.legible.com

Transfer
Agent

Olympia Trust Company
Suite 4000, 520 3 Ave SW
Calgary, Alberta T2P 0R3 Canada
www.olympiatrust.com

Legal

DLA Piper (Canada) LLP
Suite 1000, Livingston Place West
250 2nd St SW
Calgary, Alberta T2P 0C1 Canada
www.dlapiper.com
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